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Abstract:
Dust devils are particle laden convective vortices that form at the base of convective plumes. They are
typically observed in dry desert climates on Earth and have been observed to form frequently on
Mars. Meteorological measurements have also indicated that martian surface spacecraft have
experienced numerous dust devil transits. To date, the characterisation of dust devils through the
interpretation of spectral measurements of sunlight taken during a transit has yet to be investigated.
Such measurements would provide valuable information of the physical size, dust load and internal
structure of dust devils. A Monte Carlo Radiative Transfer (MCRT) model was developed to simulate
the attenuation of sunlight through a dust devil and to investigate the observed spectral variation
during such an event. The predicted spectral signature resulting from a dust devil transit is highly
dependent on the method of observation. The scattered light flux increases during the transit with the
magnitude dependent on the dust concentration, making it sensitive to the internal dust distribution.
This dependence is not observed for the total light flux which experiences a decrease and is strongly
dependent on the total extinction through the vortex and insensitive to how the dust is distributed. The
implication of this work is that separate in situ measurement of both the total and scattered flux is
crucial for characterising dust devils and such measurements provide a powerful tool that could be
exploited by future Mars missions.

Key Words: Dust devil, Monte Carlo, Dust, Light scattering, Mars, Earth atmosphere
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1

Introduction

Aeolian mineral dust can have a large impact on the radiation budget of planetary atmospheres such
as those surrounding the Earth and Mars. This dust can absorb solar and infrared radiation resulting in
localised warming of the atmosphere (positive radiative forcing) and scatter incoming
electromagnetic radiation back to space, resulting in cooling of the atmosphere (negative radiative
forcing). The balance between absorption and scattering determines whether the aeolian dust acts to
cool or warm the surrounding atmosphere (Alpert et al., 1998) and highlights the importance of
accurate retrieval of the dust particle single scattering properties, specifically the single scattering
albedo (0), defined as the ratio of the scattered solar radiation to the total solar radiation removed by
both scattering and absorption. One method used to retrieve the single scattering properties is to fit the
observed attenuated spectrum to radiative transfer model outputs. However, accurate modelling of the
light transmission through a dusty environment can be extremely difficult, especially at high dust
concentrations, where the single scattering approximation is inadequate to accurately describe the
diffuse component. The Monte Carlo Radiative Transfer (MCRT) method has been used successfully
in many different fields to accurately describe multiple scattering scenarios in significantly different
environments. Witt (1977) applied MCRT to interstellar grains by looking at reflectance nebulae and
has shown that MCRT can be applied to the multiple scattering problem. MCRT was employed by
Vincendon and Langevin (2010) to simulate the impact of aerosols on the remote sensing of the
surface of Mars and Titan. More relevant to this study, Metzger et al. (1999b) used a MCRT to
simulate the scattered diffuse component of martian dust devils observed by the Imager for Mars
Pathfinder (IMP).
The purpose of this paper is to describe a MCRT model that is used to simulate the transmission
of sunlight through dust devil vortices. The simulated spectral variation during a dust devil transit
over a spectrometer is investigated to determine whether the dust load, size and internal structure of
the vortex can be estimated from a dust devil transit signature (defined as the measured light curve as
a function of distance). The transmission of sunlight through the vortex depends on how the dust is
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distributed internally and the internal structure of the vortex (in terms of the core diameter). Therefore
the internal structure and dust distribution of dust devils is explored explicitly, comparing the
assumption of a uniform dust concentration to one with a relatively dust free central vortex
surrounded by walls of a higher dust concentration. Finally, the effect on the transit signature due to
variations in the entrained dust particle single scattering properties is investigated to determine the
possibility of retrieval of the dust particle optical properties. Dust devils have yet to be characterised
by interpreting in situ spectral measurements and this will be an invaluable technique for martian
surface landers, which experience hundreds of dust devil transits during their life but may be unable to
provide images of all encounters to determine their physical parameters.
This paper discusses previous retrievals of aeolian dust optical properties on Earth and
investigations into the characteristics of terrestrial and martian dust devils. The developed MCRT
model is described, followed by an analysis into the photon propagation through the model volume
for different dust concentrations and optical scattering properties. Finally, the predicted transit
signatures of dust devils with different internal structures and dust distributions are provided and the
effects of changes to the dust single scattering properties discussed.
1.1

Airborne desert dust on Earth

The optical properties of airborne terrestrial dust remains a debated issue (Dubovik et al., 2000;
Kaufman et al., 2001a). Expressed in terms of its imaginary refractive index, ni, (a measure of the
amount electromagnetic radiation absorbed by the material) the recognised value by the World
Meteorological Organisation (WMO) is 0.008 at 500 nm (WMO,1983) and corresponds to a single
scattering albedo (0) of 0.63. Another study by Levin et al. (1980) predicted a smaller ni of 0.003
(0 0.87). For desert dust, ω0 has been simulated to have values between 0.63 and 0.87 at 500 nm
(Shettle and Fenn, 1976; WMO, 1983; Hess et al., 1998). To exacerbate the issue, Fouquart et al.
(1987), using aircraft radiation measurements, determined an 0 value for the broadband solar
spectrum to be 0.95 for Saharan dust, indicating significantly less absorption. Furthermore, recent
5

retrievals of 0 for desert dust (Dubovik et al., 2000; Kaufman et al., 2001b) agree with the results of
Fouquart, et al. (1987) with 0 > 0.9 for the majority of the solar spectrum, indicating that the dust
acts to cool the atmosphere. It should be recognised that the uncertainty in the retrieved single
scattering properties is likely due to natural variability resulting from heterogeneity in the dust
material at different global locations. This also applies at local spatial scales where the composition of
the source material can vary significantly. The large uncertainty in the single scattering properties of
suspended desert dust can lead to contrasting predictions of their radiative forcing, with a small
change in 0 from 0.95 to 0.85 leading to positive radiative forcing instead of negative forcing
(Hansen et al., 1997). This highlights the importance of accurate determination of 0 at visible
wavelengths. Dust devils are efficient at lofting small particles into the atmosphere (Greeley et al.,
2006) and therefore knowledge of the dust optical properties and the amount of material lofted into
the atmosphere enables the radiative effect of dust devils on the local atmosphere to be determined.
1.2

Dust devils

Dust devils are low pressure, warm core vortices which usually occur during the summer season in
arid locations around the world (Ives, 1947). A dust devil is a special type of vertical convective
current characterised by dust entrained around the upward convective flow. Many in-depth field
studies of terrestrial dust devils have been carried out to date (Sinclair, 1966; Ryan and Carroll, 1970;
Sinclair, 1974; Metzger, 1999a; Greeley et al., 2003; Balme and Greeley, 2006).
Laboratory experiments have also been conducted to investigate different components of dust
devil vortices. Greeley et al. (2003) constructed a vortex generator (The Arizona State University
Vortex Generator, ASUVG) to simulate terrestrial and martian dust devils. Their experiments showed
that the pressure drop (ΔP) at the vortex core provides an additional lift component, making dust
devils more efficient at removing dust from surfaces than boundary layer winds. Using the ASUVG,
Neakrase et al. (2006) and Neakrase and Greeley (2010a) conducted dust and sediment flux
experiments at Earth and Mars atmospheric pressures and found that the sediment flux is related to the
6

vortex intensity, which itself is dependent on the ΔP at the core. Their experiments showed that
vortices of different sizes could yield the same ΔP at the core and concluded that the vortex size is
less important for sediment lifting than the ΔP at the core. The vertical flux of dust (particles < 2 µm
in diameter) was found to increase exponentially with increasing tangential velocity but decrease
exponentially with increasing core radii demonstrating that smaller vortices experience higher vertical
dust fluxes. A similar relationship to the core pressure drop was also reported with an exponential
increase in vertical dust flux for larger ΔP. Furthermore, the effects of surface roughness on dust devil
dynamics was explored by Neakrase and Greeley (2010b) for terrestrial and martian dust devils. They
found a correlated increase in the vortex size with increasing surface roughness, while the tangential
velocity was observed to decrease. The expansion of the vortex reduces the energy available and will
eventually impede additional lifting of surface material. However, Neakrase and Greeley (2010b)
showed that small increases in surface roughness can reduce the threshold required to lift fine
particles (< 100 µm), enhancing the sediment flux of weaker dust devils beyond that which would be
expected. For larger increases in surface roughness the ΔP and tangential velocities are reduced,
decreasing the vertical flux of surface material. While the theoretical modelling presented in this
paper focuses on the applications to field studies, measuring the light flux through laboratory
generated dust devils would allow investigations into the effect of dust particle size on the spectral
attenuation and how the size of the particles being suspended influences the spatial distribution of dust
in the dust devil interior. Since the dust particle size and the physical dimensions of laboratory
generated dust devils can be constrained, these measurements would be more directly comparable to
model predictions than those taken in the field.
Dust devils are not a unique phenomenon to the Earth, with observations from Viking 1 and 2,
Mars Pathfinder (MPF), Mars Global Surveyor, Odyssey and Mars Exploration Rovers (MER),
among others, showing that they form frequently on the martian surface (Ryan and Lucich, 1983;
Thomas and Gierasch, 1985; Metzger et al., 1999b; Ferri et al., 2003; Fisher et al., 2005; Cantor et
al., 2006; Greeley et al., 2010). While dust devils on the two planets are similar, they play very
7

different roles on their respective planets. On Earth they are secondary to boundary layer winds in the
dust cycle and only play a minor role except possibly in arid regions. In contrast, on Mars they
maintain the constant aeolian dust background, especially in northern summer, and play a major role
in the rapid transport of fine particulates into the martian planetary boundary layer, affecting the
atmospheric heating rate. Dust devils also influence the surface albedo through the formation of tracks
as they transverse the surface (Balme et al., 2003; Whelley and Greeley, 2006). From column opacity
measurements taken by IMP, Metzger et al. (1999b) estimated the particle loading for a dust devil to
be 70 mg m-3 and, assuming a vertical wind velocity of 7 ms-1, they determined the vertical flux of
material into the atmosphere to be 0.49 g m 2 s-1. Using the thermodynamic theory for dust devils of
Rennó et al. (1998) and MPF meteorological data, Ferri et al. (2003) estimated the vertical velocity
of martian dust devils to be 20 ms-1 and determined the rate at which dust is injected into the
atmosphere by dust devils to be two orders of magnitude higher than the dust settling rate. The Mars
Exploration Rover (MER) Spirit observed three full seasons of dust devil activity within Gusev crater
during mars years (MY) 27, 28 and 29 (Greeley et al., 2010). Over all seasons the vertical wind
speeds of the dust devils were observed to be between 0.04–17.0 ms-1 with the vertical dust flux
ranging between 0.004–0.46 g m2 s-1. Martian dust devils are not confined to lower latitudes,
meteorological data measured at the Phoenix landing site (68° N) showed that during its operational
life time the lander experienced 502 identifiable encounters with a convective vortex or dust devil
(Ellehoj et al., 2010).
2
2.1

Radiative transfer in dusty environments
Model description

The scattering of sunlight by dust grains entrained in a dust devil vortex was modelled using the
Monte Carlo method (Cashwell and Everett, 1959; Witt, 1977; Whitney, 2011). The model geometry
and coordinate system are illustrated in Fig. 1. The Cartesian coordinate system (X, Y, Z) has its origin
at the vortex centre and the vertical Z-axis is directed along the axis of symmetry of the vortex flow,
8

normal to the X-Y plane. The position of the individual photons is given by their (X, Y, Z) coordinates
while their direction vector, Pv, is described by the directional cosines (ux, uy, uz), which are calculated
from the angles θ and υ. Assuming that the Sun is a point source, the incident photons are planeparallel, travelling in the +X and –Z directions depending the solar zenith angle (θz). The line of sight
of the modelled spectrometer is normal to the X-Y plane in the +Z direction.
[Fig. 1]
The optical depth (τ) through the dust devil is defined by:

   ext NL

(1)

where σext is the extinction cross-section of the particles, N is the dust concentration
(number of particles / m-3) and L is the path length (m) through the dust devil. The extinction crosssection is the probability of a photon-particle interaction and is analogous to the projected area of the
species as seen by the photons. The product  ext N is defined as the extinction coefficient (kext) which
is a measure of the extinction per unit length (m-1) and is used in the model to describe heterogeneities
in the dust distribution.
2.2

Dust scattering and absorption

For each photon-dust particle interaction there is a chance that the photon will either scatter or be
absorbed by the dust grain. The probability of an absorption event occurring is governed by ω0 and is
equal to (1- ω0). For each interaction a random real number between 0 and 1 is generated and
absorption occurs if the random number is greater than 0, otherwise the photon scatters. Two
methods can be used to describe the absorption by dust particles (Whitney, 2011). The first removes
the photon from the system if an absorption event occurs, the second incrementally reduces the
photon weight by a factor of (1- ω0). Both methods were applied in the model, though the second
method processed scattering events and tracked photons with small weights, significantly increasing
the simulation run-time. Owing to computational constraints, long run times were undesirable as this
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limited the overall number of photons that could be injected into the model volume, increasing the √N
error. The difference in the number of photons detected between the two methods was two orders of
magnitude lower than the number of photons detected, therefore the removal method was applied.
If scattering occurs, the angle through which a photon scatters is determined by the phase
function of the dust grains. The model has the capability of using both the single and three parameter
analytical Henyey-Greenstein phase function (Cashwell and Everett, 1959; Witt, 1977) and phase
functions produced by semi-empirical codes used to model spherical particles (Mie theory) and nonspherical particles (T-matrix and Discrete Diploe Approximation, DDA). The expressions provided by
Witt (1977) are used to relate the new cosine direction to a uniform random number between 0 and 1.
The assumption of randomly orientated dust particles allows one to assume independence between the
scattering phase function and the scattering azimuth angle, and thus the scattering azimuth angle is
determined by producing a uniform random number between 0 and 2π. The two scattering angles are
determined in the particles’ reference frame and are transformed to the global frame coordinate
system using the equations of transformation defined in Cashwell and Everett (1959).
After each photon–particle interaction, photons remaining in the simulated dust devil are
carried forward in the model, with the photon behaviour after subsequent scattering events being
simulated by repeating the procedure described above. From here the term scattering cycle refers to
one pass through the model, i.e. one scattering event. Photons that are outside of the vortex and are
travelling parallel or away from the simulated desert floor (Z = 0) are removed from the simulation. If
the photons are outside the dust devil and travelling toward the desert floor, the interaction point of
the line joining the photon along its trajectory and the desert floor is computed before being removed.
2.3

Spatial variation in dust distribution

The equations described in Witt (1977) and Whitney (2011) require the assumption of a uniform dust
distribution within the dust devil. However, for intense vortices this is a poor approximation and the
majority of the dust is entrained in the ‘wall’ of the vortex which surrounds a central core of
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significantly lower dust concentration (Sinclair, 1973). The non-uniformity in dust concentration (N)
was modelled as a concentric ring of high kext around a central cylinder of lower kext, with the
cylinders being approximated using the integer grid approximation, creating a uniform grid over the
model X-Y plane. To find the distance travelled by a photon within the dust devil, knowledge of the
cumulative optical depth (τc) in front of the photon direction of travel is required. Lookup tables of τc
relative to the centre of the vortex are generated for an observer looking along the Y-direction (the Xaxis could also have been used since the dust devils are assumed symmetrical in the X-Y plane). The
generated τc lookup table is required to generate a second lookup table relating τc to a distance
travelled down each grid path.
Relating the distance travelled by the photon in any given direction to an optical depth requires
transformation of the photon (X,Y) coordinate and vectors (ux, uy, uz) on to the Cartesian coordinates
of the τc grid, (X, Y) and (ux, uy, uz), such that the photon direction vector is parallel to the Y-axis
(i.e. ux. The transformation is illustrated in Fig. 2 with a photon travelling along vector 1 (dashed
line) being equivalent to a photon travelling along vector 2 (solid line). The transformation allows all
the photons within the simulation to be placed on a uniform grid for interpolation. The transformation
is performed over the individual photon locations and cosines instead of the τc grid as this allows
simultaneous calculations over many photons, reducing the computation time. The optical depth
associated with the (X, Y) position in the τc grid is found by interpolating over the τc table. The
randomly produced optical depth is then added or subtracted from this value depending on the
direction of travel (i.e. the sign of uy), with the resulting optical depth and Y position interpolated
onto the distance lookup table to find the new position of the photon.
[Fig. 2]
The absolute difference between the photon’s new distance and current distance is calculated to
find the distance travelled in the X-Y plane and new photon position is calculated by modifying the
transformation equations defined by Cashwell and Everett (1959) for the X-Y plane. As sinθ → 0 (i.e.
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as the photon direction vector becomes close to vertical) the transformation equations break down and
it is assumed that the X and Y positions of the photons are unchanged for small sinθ values since ΔX
and ΔY tend to zero. The new Z position is determined from Z  Z0  uz  c kext where kext is
determined by interpolation of the photon position on the kext lookup table.
2.4

Error analysis of coordinate system transformation

The large numerical arrays used in the model require single numerical precision for the cosine, sine
and interpolation due to memory limitations. This resulted in errors in the photon optical free path and
final position on the detection plane. To characterise the magnitude of these errors on the final output
of the model, the errors at key stages in the model were analysed. Considering the case of no errors,
the photon vectors align parallel to the Y-axis of the τc grid after transformation, giving ux a value of
zero. Hence the original X position and the new photon position (Xnin the τc grid will be equal. The
introduction of errors results in a departure from the perfect case and X≠ Xn. Fifty batches of 107
photons (a practical limitation) were injected into the system and the ΔX computed. Of the photons
injected 99% experience a ΔX < 1×10-5 m with the remaining 1% having an error of 1×10-4 m. The
impact of the rotation errors on the new (X, Y, Z) coordinates of the photons is small with > 85% of all
photon interactions having a ΔX between 1×10-4 m and 1×10-5 m, and a ΔY between 1×10-5 m and
1×10-6 m. Approximately 99% of the photons showed a ΔZ less than 1×10-4 m. A small fraction of the
photon interactions have larger positional differences with approximately 0.6 % and 0.006 % of the
interactions exhibiting a ΔZ of 0.001 m and 0.01 m respectively, while one in every two million
photons show a ΔZ of approximately 0.1 m. The larger errors are associated with the error due to the
calculation of the new directional cosines at small angles and the new Z position calculated with a
division by sinθ. The above analysis illustrates the errors introduced by coordinate transformation are
negligible. The √N error for the simulations performed was determined to be 1.0%.
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3

Dust devil simulations

In this section idealised dust devils of different τ are modelled to assess what effect the quantity of
dust has on the photon propagation. For these simulations the composition of the suspended dust is
assumed to be constant, i.e. σext is constant. A second set of simulations investigates the effect of
different single scattering properties on the photon propagation with N held constant.
3.1

Model parameters

The model requires specification of: solar elevation angle, dust devil height, dust devil radius, location
of the point of measurement (PoM), optical properties of the dust entrained in the vortex, the detection
plane height (set to the height of the PoM above the surface) and the interpolation lookup tables. Two
scenarios are presented; the first assumes the full sky light flux (FS) is measured by the detector (i.e.
half-angle Field of View, FoV = 90°) and the second applies a narrow view (NV) such that the solar
disc does not enter the detector FoV, meaning that only scattered light is detected. For all simulations
in this section, the solar elevation angle was held constant at 76.5°, which corresponds to the
maximum solar elevation angle before the solar disc enters the FoV in the NV case, assumed to be
12.7°. The dust particle scattering phase function was described by the Henyey-Greenstein
approximation.
3.2

Photon Propagation

The initial positions of the photons for the FS model are found by generating random numbers so that
the photons are positioned in the X-Y plane at the height of the dust devil. The NV case resulted in
significantly fewer photons being detected since only scattered photons are detected. To increase the
photon density, only photons that intersect the vortex are considered. Increasing the number of
photons injected into the system was not a practical solution due to the available computing resources.
The initial positions of the photons are randomised on the illuminated edge, described as the
Sun-facing edge, by randomly selecting –Rdd ≤ Y ≤ Rdd and 0 ≤ Z ≤ Zdd, The X position is then
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determined using Pythagoras’ theorem. The photons are propagated forward in the model until all
photons are either detected or propagate outside the model volume.
Fig. 3 shows the propagation of the photons in the X-Y plane after one and four consecutive
scattering events for a dust devil with a high N in the wall (kext = 0.5 m-1) and a dust devil with low N
in the wall (kext = 0.05 m-1). Both scenarios assumed a dust free core, and the dust devil is assumed to
have core and outer radii of 3.0 and 6.0 m respectively. The black dots mark the positions where the
active photons interact with a dust particle only (photons which travelled outside the model volume or
were detected on the previous cycle are not shown in consecutive figures). The simulations show
what effect varying the dust concentration has on the propagation of the photons through the vortex.
After the first cycle the high opacity case shows that the majority of the photons will interact with a
dust particle close to the inside edge of the illuminated wall or on the inside edge of the nonilluminated wall. In contrast, after one scattering event the dust devil with low N in the wall displays a
much more uniform distribution with a significantly higher portion of the photons passing directly
through without interacting. As more cycles are performed the photons migrate towards the nonilluminated side. However, this process is ‘slower’ at high N as a result of the higher probability of
photon–dust particle interaction, with the majority of the photon-dust particle interactions still
occurring in the illuminated wall and near the core on the non-illuminated wall after four scattering
events. At lower N the propagation is more clearly seen and after the same number of scattering
events the number of photons present inside the vortex is significantly reduced, with their positions
being nearly uniform, albeit with a slight bias towards the non-illuminated edge.
The simulations perform in a physically realistic way. The optical free path of the photons is
inversely proportional to kext and from Eq.(1), with the dust composition constant, is inversely
proportional to N. Thus as N increases the photons will travel a shorter distance before interacting
with dust particles. This explains the slower migration of the photons from the illuminated wall to the
non-illuminated wall in the high optical depth case compared to the low optical depth scenario.
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[Fig. 3]
To illustrate the effect of changes in the scattering nature of the dust particles on the photon
propagation, the asymmetry parameter, g, (defined as the average cosine of the scattering angle
weighted by the phase function) was assigned values of 0.70, 0.80, 0.90 and 0.98. The NV model was
used for a dust devil with τ = 0.6. The position of the photons after six scattering events is shown in
Fig. 4 for g = 0.70 and 0.98. As Fig. 4 illustrates, for lower values of g, the location where the photons
cross the detector plane is more uniformly spread around the vortex. At high g values, the positions
where the photons cross the detector plane are highly concentrated in the +X plane and cover an area
only slightly larger than the dust devil radius. This result is expected, since as g →0 the photon
scattering will tend towards isotropic resulting, in a more uniform distribution of photons around the
vortex. As g →1 the photons will scatter more favourably in the forward direction and the positions
where the photons cross the detector plane will be concentrated on the opposite side (+X) from where
they enter (-X).
[Fig. 4]
4

Simulated dust devil transits

The FS case will detect photons which pass directly through the dust without interaction (direct
component) and also any photon scattered onto the PoM (scattered component). The simulations
assume a sky free of dust and clouds resulting in the direct component forming the majority of the
total surface irradiance and therefore as a dust devil transits1 across the detector the number of
photons detected decreases by a factor of exp[kext L] , where L is the path length through the dust. The
scattered component increases during the transit, though the increase is small in comparison to the
decrease in the direct component. In contrast, when a dust devil transits in the NV case an increase in
1

A ‘transit’ is defined as the passage of a dust devil such that the PoM passes through the low pressure core of

the vortex.
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detected photons should be observed. This is because the FoV in the NV case precludes detection of
the direct component and therefore only the scattered component is detected, which increases as N
(hence kext ) increases resulting in a net increase in signal over the ambient signal. Fig. 5 shows the
normalised total (T) and scattered (S) photon flux over the model surface for both FoV cases for a
dust devil with a radius of 2 m and τ = 0.6.
[Fig. 5]
In the following sections a transit of a dust devil moving in the –X direction is simulated for τ
of 0.15, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.0. For a uniform dust devil with an outer radius of 2 m this results
in kext of 0.0375, 0.075, 0.15, 0.225, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 m-1 respectively. Note that since the dust devil
size and composition is fixed the quantity being varied is the dust concentration N. For a non–uniform
dust devil three scenarios were considered: the first assumes 1/4 of the total dust is in the core with the
remainder in the wall. The second and third assume 1/3 and 2/5 of the dust is present in the core
leaving 2/3 and 3/5 of the dust in the wall respectively. Table 1 provides kext for each scenario for a
non–uniform dust devil with a core radius of 1 m and the same outer radius as the uniform dust devil.
[Table 1]

4.1

Effect of dust loading

The transit of a dust devil with the parameters of Scenario 1 is used to investigate the effect of
increasing dust loads, Fig. 6. From examination of the simulated dust devil transits we would expect a
dust devil of high dust loading, for the NV case, to be characterised by a significant increase in the
scattered photon flux (S) as the illuminated edge passes over. This would be followed by a sharp
decrease in S through the core and non–illuminated wall. For high N, S is approximately 150% and
300% larger in the illuminated wall compared to the dust devil core and non-illuminated wall
respectively. Lower dust concentrations result in fewer photon–particle interactions lowering the
probability of scattering into the PoM, causing S in the illuminated wall to decrease. The longer
16

optical free path for low N allows more photons to penetrate into the core and opposite wall and
correspondingly S in the core and non-illuminated wall increases. For vortices with τ of 0.15 and
0.3, the optical free path far exceeds the diameter of the dust devil and as a result S quickly
decreases, with ~70% less flux detected in the core for a dust devil with τ = 0.15 compared to vortices
with τ = 0.6. At these low dust concentrations the internal distribution of the dust becomes important
and the uniform case shows a peak in S at the dust devil centre while the more heterogeneous dust
devils (Scenario 1) show small maxima in flux near the core–wall boundary of the illuminated and
non-illuminated wall and less scattered light detected at the dust devil core.
[Fig. 6]
The total photon flux (T) transit signatures can generally be characterised by a reduction in

T as the vortex passes over the PoM. Closer examination of the transits reveals that above a kext of
0.24 m-1 in the dust devil wall there is an increase in T as the dust devil approaches the PoM. A peak
flux is observed just inside the illuminated wall, X = -1.8 m, with the high opacity dust devils showing
a 10% increase in T. The higher T is a result of the increase in S being larger than the decrease in
the direct light flux at X = 1.8 m leading to a net increase inT. Further into the vortex T decreases
depending on τ, with low τ showing a more gradual decline between X = -1.8 m and X = 1.0 m
compared to high dust optical depths (τ = 2.0). As the PoM passes through the core a slight change in
the gradient is observed at high dust concentrations in the heterogeneous dust devils, which is not
observed in the uniform case. Upon exiting the dust devil the gradient reduces significantly and T
reduces gradually to a minimum at X ≈14.0 m before increasing back to the ambient flux. This result
is significant as it shows that for dust devil transits with this geometry (vortices moving directly
towards or away from the Sun) the position of lowest measured flux does not correlate with the
portion of the transit signature associated with the dust devil interior but to the location on the surface
where the optical depth along the photon incident path is at a maximum. This occurs at the point
where the line joining the PoM to the Sun has the longest path length through the dust devil.
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[Fig. 7]
4.2

Effect of dust distribution

To determine the effect of the different internal dust distributions on the transit signature the observed

S in the core and non–illuminated wall relative to the illuminated wall was plotted as a function of
dust devil uniformity, which is defined as the ratio of the core dust concentration to the dust
concentration present in the walls, (Nc / Nw). Fig. 8 shows that for low dust concentrations, S in the
dust devil core is strongly dependent on the internal dust distribution. A dust devil with τ = 0.15 and a
core dust concentration 1/3 of the wall experiences an increased S of ~35 % in the core relative to
the illuminated wall. As the dust devil becomes more uniform the relative scattered flux in the core
increases, with almost twice the scattered photon flux observed relative to the illuminated wall for the
uniform case. At τ = 1.2 the dust concentration in the dust devil walls for Scenario 1 and 2 results in
the optical free path of the photons being less than the width of the walls resulting in Scenario 1 and 2
experiencing a decrease in S of ~10% and 2% respectively relative to the illuminated wall. Dust
distributions with a higher degree of homogeneity (Scenario 3 and the uniform case) predict 2% and
16% increase in S entering the PoM at the core than in the illuminated wall. This indicates that the
different internal dust distributions will result in very different transit signature, with Scenario 1 and 2
showing an increase in S in the illuminated wall over the core while the more uniform dust devils
predict a lower S in the illuminated wall relative to the core. As the dust concentration increases
heterogeneities in the internal dust distribution become less important. At τ = 2.0, Scenario 1 and the
uniform case predict ~40% and ~30% less scattered flux in the core respectively. The scattered photon
flux in the non–illuminated wall relative to the illuminated wall showed little dependence on the
internal dust distribution with the relative scattered flux constant or all internal dust distributions
considered.
The FS simulations showed that T in the core and non-illuminated wall relative to T in the
illuminated wall to be approximately constant for all τ cases. This indicates the internal dust
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distribution will have an almost negligible effect on the spectral signature of a dust devil transit when
measuring T. The driving parameter governing the transit signature shape is the total amount of dust
along the line joining the source to the detector. From the Beer-Lambert law the direct flux is a
function of τ for a fixed θz. Therefore the manner in which the dust is distributed with the dust devil
will have no impact on the direct component if τ is fixed and the slight variations in the FS transit
signatures are due only to the scattered component. This correlates with the assumption that the direct
component forms the majority of the total surface flux during ‘clear sky’ conditions.
[Fig.8]
4.3

Effect of core size

To investigate different internal structures the dust devil core radius (Rcore) was varied to be 1/4, 1/2
and 3/4 of Rdd to determine the effect of different core and wall thickness on S. This corresponds to
core radii of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 m respectively for a dust devil with an outer radius of 2 m. The dust
distribution defined in Scenario 2 was applied to dust devils with τ of 0.6 and 1.2.
The NV transits, Fig. 9, reveal that S is highly dependent on the vortex core size. Since the
quantity of dust in the two regions is held constant as the core volume is increased, N in the wall is
enhanced while the core sees a reduction in N. Reducing the core diameter has the opposite effect,
increasing the wall and decreasing the core volume, hence lowering and enhancing the dust
concentration in two regions respectively. Looking at the transit of a dust devil with a core radius of
1.5 m and dust loading, τ = 1.2, the signature shows a significant departure compared to the
Rcore = 1.0 m case and more closely resembles a high optical depth dust devil with a core and outer
radius of 1.0 m and 2.0 m, Fig. 6. This is because the dust concentrations in the wall of the two dust
devils lead to a similar kext of 0.8 m-1 and 0.67 m-1. At τ = 0.6 the increased dust concentration in the
wall results in a broadening of the uniform flux within the dust devil interior and the appearance of
two peaks in S at the outer edge of the illuminated and non–illuminated walls. For both dust optical
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depths the transit signature of a dust devil with a small central core will be characterised by a peak in
intensity at the dust devil centre similar to the transit by a uniform dust devil.
[Fig. 9]
The simulated transits show that S is strongly dependent on N in the vortex wall which is a
function of τ, dust devil size, core diameter and also the internal dust distribution. Therefore, if both τ
and the dust devil size are known, the transit signature will be able to give insight not only into the
internal structure and dust distribution, but more importantly the dust concentration. For example, a
large S in the illuminated wall relative to the core is characteristic of a dust devil with a high N in the
vortex wall. This can be a result of a dust devil with a moderate dust loading but large internal core
resulting in a low wall volume or by a vortex with a high dust loading and a smaller core but with the
majority of the dust contained within the wall. If S is approximately uniform during the dust devil
transit, this is an indication of low N throughout the vortex.
4.4

Effect of transit trajectory

The scattered and total photon flux over the NV and FS model surfaces, Fig. 5, can be used to
determine the transit signature for any dust devil trajectory over the PoM by interpolating over this
model surface. The trajectory of the dust devil is defined here as the angle (dd at which the PoM
enters the vortex relative to the illuminated edge. A number of simulated dust devil transits were
performed using different trajectories to investigate the effect on the S and T transit signatures and
the results are shown in Fig. 10. All simulations in this section apply to a dust devil with Rcore = 1 m
and outer radius of 2 m with kext of 0.1 m-1 and 0.4 m-1 in the core and wall respectively. As illustrated
for the NV case, the direction of travel over the PoM relative to the illuminated side can result in a
significantly different transit signature, especially for high N in the dust devil wall. The transit
signatures show S will be greatest if the PoM passes through the illuminated wall; therefore if the
dust devil is moving away from the Sun (dd180) and the PoM enters from the non-illuminated
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side, the peak S will be observed in the trailing wall (i.e. after the decrease in pressure at the core).
Alternatively if the dust devil is heading towards the Sun (dd0) the leading edge wall will
experience a higher S. As dd→90, S in the illuminated wall will decrease while S in the
non-illuminated wall increases, leading to a constant S through the vortex interior at dd90.
The FS model shows total flux transit signature is significantly modified by the trajectory of
the dust devil over the PoM. At increased angles from the illuminated wall, the path length through
the dust devil shadow decreases resulting in a reduction of the transit signature width. This leads to
the location where T is smallest to migrate towards the dust devil interior. A perpendicular transit of
a non–uniform dust devil is characterised by the point of lowest flux coinciding with the core–ward
edge of the leading and trailing walls and an increase in flux at the dust devil core. It should be noted
that the high symmetry of the perpendicular transit is an artefact of the X-Y plane symmetry assumed
in the model and such symmetry is unlikely to be measured in reality. The transit signature for dust
devils with trajectories such that the PoM enters the non-illuminated side of the dust devil will be the
reverse of the transits shown in Fig. 10.
[Fig. 10]
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4.5

Effect of single scattering properties

The optical properties of the dust particles entrained in the dust devil were varied to assess the
sensitivity of the model to changes in the single scattering properties. Fig. 11 shows a dust devil
transit for both the NV and FS cases for changes in the asymmetry parameter (with 0 = 0.95 and the
scattering phase function of the dust particle described by a Henyey-Greenstein phase function). A
transit parallel and perpendicular to the X-axis is assumed for the NV and FS cases respectively. The
FS case shows that T increases as g →1, whereas, a decrease in S is observed for the NV case. The
different dependence on g can be explained by the scattering phase function; at high values of g the
photons are scattered predominately at forward angles, therefore even though the photon has been
scattered it will still be in the direct path to the PoM, and hence will be detected. As g decreases the
probability of scattering away from the forward direction and out of the direct path increases, this
results in fewer photons being detected, hence less light. The reverse is true for the NV case where the
photons must be scattered out of the direct path in order to be detected which has a lower probability
of occurring at high g values. For the NV case, Fig. 11a also reveals that as g increases the measured
scattered component in the non-illuminated side relative to the core increases. This is a result of more
photons penetrating through to the non-illuminated side due to the higher probability of scattering at
small angles. Similarly the opposite is true for the illuminated wall, where a decrease in S is
observed for increased values of g.
[Fig. 11]
Unexpectedly, for the NV case, the maximum S does not correspond to the minimum value
of g but occurs at g = 0.73. This can be explained by examining the effect increasing g has on the
scattering phase function. For a θz of 13.5° a photon needs to be scattered by an angle between
approximately 5° and 30° in order to be detected given a field of view of 12.7°. The probability of
scattering between these values decreases as g →1, as the favourable scattering angle approaches 0°.
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The maximum scattered flux occurs with g = 0.73, as it provides the photons the highest probability
of scattering between 5° and 30°.
This indicates a bias effect associated with θz on the observed scattered flux for a given g
value. At larger or smaller θz, the angle through which the photons must be scattered in order to be
detected will increase and decrease respectively. The implication is that as the Sun moves towards
zenith the g value associated with the peak scattered component will increase as θz decreases, since
the angle through which the photons must be scattered in order to be detected approaches 0.
Conversely, as the Sun sinks towards the horizon the g value will decrease accordingly. The bias
effect is not observed in the FS case as a result of the direct component forming the majority of the
light flux and reveals that the bias is limited to the scattered component. This bias is important when
interpreting data from potential observations and care is needed when attempting retrieval of the dust
optical properties.
The same transit was simulated for changes in 0, with g held constant at a value of 0.8,
Fig. 12. Both the NV and FS simulations predict that smaller values of ω0 will result in lower total
and scattered fluxes and correlates with a high attenuating dust component absorbing a larger portion
of the incident light. At higher values of ω0 the dust grains are less absorbing and more light is
scattered, increasing the probability of detection, and correlates with a higher S and T.
[Fig. 12]
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5

Conclusion

The spectral variation of sunlight during a dust devil transit was investigated to determine whether the
dust load, size and internal structure of the vortex could be estimated from a dust devil transit
signature. This work has shown that the spectral signature of a transiting dust devil is highly
dependent on the method of observation, with the narrow field of view (NV, assuming the Sun is not
in the FoV) and full sky flux (FS) simulations showing contrasting spectral signatures.
In the FS case, T decreases during the transit since the loss of light from the direct
component, as a result of absorption and scattering by the dust particles, is much larger than the gain
from increased diffuse scattering. Predictions of T transit signature revealed a negligible dependence
on the dust concentration and core size. This is due to the dominance of the direct component in the
total irradiance at the surface under ‘clear sky’ conditions and therefore, T is dependent upon the
total extinction along the line of sight to the Sun.
In the NV case, the incident solar flux interacts with the dust column of the dust devil vortex
resulting in light, which would otherwise be undetected, being scattered into the point of measurement
(PoM). This causes the measured flux to increase during a dust devil transit. The NV simulations have
shown that S inside a dust devil vortex is strongly dependent on the dust distribution within the dust
devil interior. The S dependence on the dust concentration manifests itself in the transit signature as
a reduction in S in the region of lower dust concentration and an increase in S through regions of
higher dust concentration. Investigations of terrestrial dust devils have revealed central cores that are
relatively free of dust particles (Sinclair, 1974). The NV simulations have shown that this dust free
core becomes clearly defined in the S transit signature as a reduction in S, enclosed by regions of
increased S as the PoM passes through the vortex. Therefore, by measuring the S signature of a
transiting dust devil, the vortex core dimensions can be quantified, providing a more accurate
determination of the dust column volume. Furthermore, measurement of both T and S allows
determination of the direct flux, from which the dust optical depth can be calculated. Therefore if the
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dust particle size distribution and optical properties are known, estimation of the mass concentration
and the total mass of dust particulates injected into the atmosphere can be determined. This will result
in varying levels of direct solar heating of the atmosphere, dependent on the optical properties of the
dust.
The implication of this work is that separate measurement of both the total and scattered flux of
light is crucial for characterising the distribution of dust within a dust devil by its spectral transit
signature. The total light flux observed provides information about the dust devil size and total
amount of dust, while the scattered light flux gives details of the internal structure of the vortex.
Variation in the dust particle single scattering properties were shown to significantly modify the
amount of total and scattered flux detected during the transit. These variations imply that the spectral
signature of a dust devil transit will differ depending on the wavelength of observation and the
properties of the suspended dust. Therefore by comparing the amount of scattered and total flux
received during the transit at different wavelengths it is possible to determine single scattering
properties of the dust. Following the simulations presented here, the model could be validated by
measuring terrestrial dust devil transits with visible spectrometers covering a spectral range of 300–
800 nm.
Our methods could also be applied to laboratory generated dust devil vortices. Measuring the
light flux at different locations within laboratory generated dust devils and comparing these results
with those predicted by the model would allow determination of the internal structure of such
laboratory generated vortices, hence showing whether they are representative of real dust devils.
These measurements would also help configure the field work setup for future dust devil observations
and assist in the analysis of the measured transit signatures by allowing comparisons of different
vortex trajectories over the detector.
Finally we conclude that in situ measurements of the spectral signatures of transiting dust devils
provide a powerful tool to characterise dust devils, including those on Mars, allowing for
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determination of their size, dust concentration, internal structure and dust distribution. The nature of
such measurements makes them an ideal technique to use on Mars, only requiring two upward
viewing spectrometers of low complexity and mass. Measuring the wavelength dependent transit
signatures of dust devils would allow estimation of the total amount of dust lofted into the atmosphere
and its radiative properties, which is vital in determining the radiative effect of dust devils on the
martian atmosphere.
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Fig. 1. Global coordinate system of the model volume, (X0, Y0) is defined as the centre of the dust
devil. Also shown is the decomposition of the photon vector Pv in to its direction cosines.
Fig. 2. Rotation of a photon vector onto the optical depth grid.
Fig. 3 The photon positions after one scattering event in a dust devil of (a) high and (b) low dust
concentration, and after four scattering events, (c) high and (d) low dust concentration.
Fig. 4. Photon positions after six scattering events for: (a) g = 0.7and (b) g = 0.98.
Fig. 5. The photon flux during a transit of a 2 m diameter dust devil with τ = 0.6 for: (a) NV case and
(b) FS case.
Fig. 6. NV dust devil transits from Scenario 1 (black lines) and uniform Scenario (grey lines) for
different cumulative optical depths.
Fig. 7. As fig.6, but showing the FS simulated transits.
Fig. 8. The observed scattered photon flux in the core relative to the illuminated wall as a function of
Nc / Nw.
Fig. 9. The transit signature of dust devils with core radii of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 m. The internal dust
distribution from scenario 2 is used and the dust devils have dust optical depths of 0.6 and 1.2.
Fig. 10. The variation in the dust devil transit signature for different trajectories over the PoM: (a) NV
model (b) FS model.
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Fig. 11. Transit of a dust devil moving along the X-axis for different asymmetry parameter values
with ω0 held constant at 0.95 (a) NV model, (b) FS model.
Fig. 12. Transit of a dust devil moving along the X-axis for different 0 values with g held constant at
0.8: (a) NV model and (b) FS model.
Table 1: kext in the core and walls for non-uniform dust devils under the different scenarios considered
for each τ.
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kext / m-1
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Dust optical
depth

Core

Wall

Core

Wall

Core

Wall

0.15

0.019

0.056

0.025

0.050

0.030

0.045

0.3

0.038

0.113

0.050

0.100

0.060

0.090

0.6

0.075

0.225

0.100

0.200

0.120

0.180

0.9

0.113

0.338

0.150

0.300

0.180

0.270

1.2

0.150

0.450

0.200

0.400

0.240

0.360

1.6

0.200

0.600

0.267

0.533

0.320

0.480

2.0

0.250

0.750

0.333

0.667

0.400

0.600

We study light transmission through dust devils with a Monte Carlo scattering model
The scattered flux is highly dependent on the internal dust distribution
The direct flux is dependent on the total amount of dust present
A solar zenith angle bias acts on the asymmetry parameter in the scattered flux
Measurement of total and scattered flux is crucial for characterising dust devils

